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Company Profile
Water

Desalination

Chemicals

Electronics

Food & Beverage

Pharmaceutical

Oil & Gas

About Us
Fil-Trek is an industrial filtration manufacturer
strategically located in Cambridge, Ontario,
Canada. We produce both standard and
custom filter housings, strainers, tanks and
rentals to the filtration industry in markets
including water, desalination, chemicals, food
& beverage, oil & gas, power generation,
paper and many more.
Designing, manufacturing, servicing and
renting both standard and custom built filtration
products is what we do best. Fil-Trek thrives on
being a filtration manufacturer with the ability to
provide our customers with complete solutions
by supplying equipment, replacement media
and all spare parts. We have the capability to
ship all of our equipment worldwide.

Fil-Trek is a privately owned company,
established in 1997 and has proven success
year after year with steady and continuous
growth in staff, sales and most importantly,
customers.
All of our equipment is designed and
manufactured in Ontario with complete sales
support, technical support and engineering
staff. Fil-Trek also services Canada’s Western
provinces with a strong sales force and
equipment warehousing in Red Deer and
Calgary, Alberta as well as warehousing and
sales support in the US and worldwide.

Air & Gas

Inks/Paints/Coatings

Power

Coolants

Pulp & Paper
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Engineering Capabilities
Fil-Trek offers a wide range of professional engineering services for developing industrial
filtration systems and products. Our experienced team of mechanical designers and
draftspersons use the most current computer-aided design tools including industry leading
Solidworks 3D parametric modelling software incorporating design for manufacture and
assembly principles for all of our equipment and products.

Experienced Mechanical Designers
»» Advanced 3D modelling and virtual prototyping capabilities
»» High-Def/HD image rendering and animation capabilties - Showing a
video is an extremely powerful way to communicate across languages
and between technical and non-technical people
»» Finite element analysis (FEA) programming/design capabilities

Services
»» Consultation and evaluation
»» Process recommendations and equipment selection
»» Preliminary drawings and specifications provided for review and approval by
customer
»» Equipment modification drawings and specifications detailing your application
requirements
»» Equipment layout drawings.
»» Tie-in specifications for existing equipment and/or utilities
»» Assurance of compliance to industry guidelines
»» Test procedures and documentation for validation

Customization

Fil-Trek Certifications

»» Capacity and pressure rating

»» ASME Section VIII, div 1.

»» Mechanical and electropolished surface finishing

»» U Stamp

»» Stationary or portable design

»» UM Stamp

»» Cone, sloped or dished bottoms

»» NB

»» Fixed or removable tops

»» R Stamp

»» Port types, sizes and locations

»» TSSA

»» Skid assembly

»» Canadian Registration Number (CRN)

»» Accessories such as gauges, valves lights, agitators,
sightglasses, handholes, etc

»» CE
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Manufacturing Capabilities
Fil-Trek takes pride in being a single source filtration company. With in-house mechanical
engineers, over 68,000 square feet of manufacturing space and multiple buildings across
North America for our stock equipment. Our product lines of replacement media complete
our filter housings while offering competitive pricing and minimizing your company’s need
to source multiple companies for a single job.

INDUSTRIES SERVED
»» Water

»» Coolants

»» Desalination

»» Pulp & Paper

»» Chemicals

»» Sour Service

»» Electronics

»» Frac Water

»» Food & Beverage

»» Brackish Water

»» Inks/Paints/Coatings

»» Desanders

»» Power Generation

»» RO Pre-filtration

MANUFACTURING/DESIGN OPTIONS
Housing Materials

Seals

»» Carbon steel

»» Buna-N

»» SS304/SS316

»» EPDM

»» FRP

»» Viton

»» AL6XN

»» Silicone

»» 2507

»» Teflon

»» 2205

»» Teflon Encap. Viton

»» LDX2101
»» Monel 400
»» Hastelloy C276
»» Zeron 100

Connections
»» Standard Flanges and
Threads (DIN, NPT,
ANSI, BSP)

Cover Closure &
Lifiting Mechanisms

Surface Finishing

»» Syrpis© Quick Open
Closure

»» Painted

»» T-Bolt
»» Swing Eye Bolts
»» Hex-Nuts

»» Sand Blasted

»» Electro-Polished
»» Acid-Pickled
»» Coated

»» Stud-Bolts

Coatings

»» V-Band

»» 3M Scotchkote

»» Spring

»» Rubber lining

»» Counterbalanced

»» Ceramic

»» Hydraulic Davit

»» Epoxy

»» Hand Wheel Davit

»» Teflon
»» Other coatings available

»» Sanitary (Tri-Clamp, Milk
Pipe, IDF, RJT)

Custom Design
»» Skid assembly
»» Custom piping
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»» High pressure up to 5,000 PSI, design capabilities up
to 10,000 PSI

Skid and Piping Assembly
Fil-Trek can turn any standard or custom design vessel
into a complete skid package or build and assemble
piping for specific job requirements

Standard Cartridge Filter Housings
Cartridge Filter Housings
Cartridge filter housings offer an endless spectrum of
design options suitable for almost any type of filtration
application. With cartridge filter lengths ranging between
10” and 60” and a wide variety of filter media options,
including economical depth filters, absolute rated
membrane filters and cleanable stainless steel filters.
These housings are suitable for almost anything including
absolute rated applications. Each cartridge filter housing
is available in a vertical or horizontal configuration and
with ASME stamp.

DETAILS
»» Multi-purpose, ASME U and UM code and non code
»» Accepts multiple 10”, 20”, 30” and 40” cartridges
»» 150 PSIG (10.3 bar) @ 250ºF (121.1ºC) design pressure
»» Available in variety of materials including carbon steel,
SS304, SS316 and more
»» Accepts industry standard DOE or SOE cartridges
»» Swing bolt closures allow for quick element change out
»» Available in duplex and skid systems
»» Horizontal configuration also available
»» High pressure capabilities
»» Housing models include: GL, GLH, AQ and EAQ Series

Sump
Seat
Cartridge Assembly

Separator
Plate

Inlet

Spring
& Cap
V-Post
Guide

GL Series

Web
Plate

Baffle
Cartridge
Filter
Element
Separator
Plate

Vertical Model (GL/EGL)

Cartridge
Top Seat
Assembly
Horizontal Model (GLH/EGLH)
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Standard Cartridge Filters (Continued)
GL Series

DETAILS

»» Multi-purpose, industrial designed housings that accepts between 4 and 400
10”, 20”, 30” and 40” long cartridges.
»» Available in carbon steel, SS304 and SS316 with a design pressure and
maximum temperature of 150psig (10.3bar) @ 250ºF(121.1ºC).
»» Flow rates between 20 and 3,600 GPM.
»» Standard ASME code with stamp, for non-code, the EGL model is offered with
the same design specifications.

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES
»» Swing-bolt closure
»» Side in, side out nozzle
configuration (other nozzle
configurations available)
»» Bead blast or painted finish
»» Buna-N gasket
»» 2 gauge ports

»» Fully welded construction
throughout
»» Flat bottom/flat top or domed
bottom/domed top depending on
design
»» Hinged closure, mechanical davit
head lift or hydraulic davit head lift
depending on size
»» Heavy duty legs

GLH Series
DETAILS

»» Horizontal, multi-purpose, industrial designed housings that accepts 4 - 40
10”, 20”, 30” and 40” long cartridges.
»» Available in carbon steel, SS304 and SS316 with a design pressure and
maximum temperature of 150psig (10.3bar) @ 250ºF(121.1ºC).
»» Flow rates between 20 and 3,600 GPM.
»» Standard ASME Code with stamp. An EGHL model is available that is noncode.

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES
»» Swing-bolt closure

»»

»» Side in, back out nozzle
configuration (other nozzle
configurations available)

»» Hinged closure, mechanical davit
head lift or hydraulic davit head lift
depending on size

»» Bead blast or painted finish

»» Heavy duty legs

»» Buna-N gasket
»» 2 gauge ports
»» Fully welded construction
throughout
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Corrosion Resistant Housings
Coating Benefits

Ideal For

»» Cost effective

»» Borad chemical resistance

»» Sea Water

»» Long-term durability

»» Resistant of mechanical shock

»» Desalination

»» Long-term barrier properties against
corrosion

»» Cures at room temperature

»» Brackish Water
»» Brine Water

»» On-site repair kits available

FRP Series

L Series - Rubber Lined

SP Series - Ceramic

Lined & Coated

FRP

Exotic Steels

»» ASME

»» Built to ASME Section X

»» ASME code designed

»» Swing bolt closure

»» Swing bolt closure

»» Swing bolt closure standard

»» Up to 400 round available

»» Up to 400 round available

»» Linings include rubber, epoxy,
Teflon and more

»» Custom designs available

»» Excellent for sea water and other
corrosive applications
»» Up to 400 round available
»» Custom designs available

Available Models
FRP Series

»» FRP material

GL Series
»» SS304

SP Series

»» Ceramic coated

L Series

»» Rubber lined

»» SS316

»» Epoxy

»» 2205

»» Teflon

»» 2207

»» Skotchkote

»» Alloy 20

»» Other

»» Monel 400
»» C276
»» LDX2101
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Cartridge Filters
Replacement Media
Cartridge filters offer a diverse selection of media, filter construction and
materials that can meet stringent removal requirements as low as 0.01
micron. Depth, pleated and string wound filters give you reliable surface
removal and can help extend change out periods due to the larger amount
of available surface media.

Depth Filters

»» Melt blown/spun wound
»» String wound
»» Resin bonded

DETAILS

»» Broad range of micron ratings
and media types
»» DOE or SOE end configurations
»» FDA and NSF 61 certified filters
available

»» Micron ratings ranging from 0.5 to
150
»» Available in a variety of end cap
configurations

»» Nominal and absolute rated
media available

Pleated Filters

»» Nominal and absolute rated
media available
»» Micron ratings ranging from 0.2
to 70

»» Wide selection of media available
»» Suitable for a variety of processes
including desalination, process
water, chemicals, oil and gas

»» Available in a variety of end cap
configurations

Carbon Filters
»» Carbon filters are ideal in
removing unwanted odours,
colours and tastes
»» Nominally rated at 90% and
available in 3 and 5 micron

Stainless Steel Filters
»» Stainless steel can be cleaned
and reused keeping disposal
costs low
»» Available in absolute and
nominally rated media
»» Stainless steel is capable of
meeting high temperature
applications
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»» Excellent corrosion resistance
»» Effective nominal removal with
micron rating available between 3
and 1000

»» Available in a variety of end cap
configurations

Ultra Flow & High Flow Filters
Large Diameter Housings & High Flow Housings
High capacity filter housings offer reliable, efficient filtration results when flow rates as well as differential pressures
are high. These housings are becoming more popular due to the extended time between filter change outs, the
decreased time to change out filters, the decreased replacement filter costs as well as maximizing filtration efforts
with a much smaller housing profile when installation space is hard to come by. High capacity filter housings are
available in both vertical and horizontal configurations and with ASME stamp.

DETAILS
»» Higher dirt holding capacity results in fewer filter change-outs
»» Increased filter media area allows for extended change-outs
»» Designed for high flow rates in a smaller housing means less space
needed
»» ASME "U" & "UM" code and industrial non-code design housings
»» Accepts multiple 20”, 40” or 60” cartridges
»» 150psig (10.3bar) @ 250ºF(121.1ºC) design pressure
»» Vessels available in carbon or stainless steel 304 or 316 (other
materials available)
»» Swing-bolt closure allows for quick element change out
»» Ultra Flow housings are available in vertical, horizontal and single
cartridge configurations

UFH Series

»» Filter housing models include: UFV and UFH Series

Ultra Flow & High Flow Cartridge Filters
Ultra flow cartridge filters offer superior, absolute filtration for high flow rate and high differential pressure applications.
With an outside diameter of 6” and a variety of lengths available, these filters help maximize the time between
change outs and minimize maintenance and disposal costs.

DETAILS
»» Absolute rated liquid filter cartridges for high flow
applications
»» High dirt loading capacity for extended lift
»» Drastically reduces filtration costs
»» Built in handle makes filter change out fast, easy & safe
»» Double o-ring seal virtually eliminates the risk for bypass
»» No loose parts for re-assembly
Ultra Flow Filter Cartridges

»» Integrated handle allows for easy cartridge removal
»» All Ultra Flow filter elements are FDA compliant

High Flow Filter Cartridges
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Bag Filter Housings
Bag filter housings offer a diverse
range of filtration solutions but are
ideal for more industrial applications
such as dirt removal or large
particulate removal about 1 micron.
From single round to multi-round, we
can manufacture bag housings to
meet your specific needs.

DETAILS
»» Multi-purpose ASME "U" & "UM" code and non-code design housings
»» Accepts multiple single length (P1) or double length (P2) bag filters
»» Swing-bolt closure allows for quick element change out
»» Available in duplex and skid systems
»» Housing models include: SL, ESL, LP, ELP, BMB Series

LP Series
DETAILS

»» Economical industrial multi-round bag filter housing designed for P2 size bag
filters.
»» Available in carbon steel, SS304 and SS316 with a design pressure and max
pressure of 150psig (10.3bar) @ 250ºF(121.1ºC).
»» Flow rates between 250 and 5,000 GPM.
»» Standard ASME code with stamp, for non-code, the ELP model is offered with
the same design specifications.

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES
»» Swing-bolt closure

»» 2 gauge ports

»» Side in, side out nozzle
configuration (other configurations
available)

»» Fully welded construction
throughout

»» Bead blast or painted finish
»» Buna-N gasket (other materials
available)

BMB Series
DETAILS

»» Economical industrial multi-round bag filter housing designed for P2 size bag
filters.
»» Available in carbon steel, SS304 and SS316 with a design pressure and max
pressure of 150psig (10.3bar) @ 250ºF(121.1ºC).
»» Flow rates between 250 and 4,875 GPM.

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES
»» Swing-bolt closure

»» 2 gauge ports

»» Bottom in/bottom out nozzle
configuration

»» Fully welded construction
throughout

»» Bead blast or painted finish

»» SS304 or SS316 bag retainer
baskets depending on MOC

»» Buna-N gasket (other materials
available)
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»» SS304 or SS316 bag retainer
baskets depending on MOC
»» Hinged closure, mechanical davit
head lift or hydraulic davit head lift
depending on size

Bag Filter Media
Bag Filter Media

Fil-Trek offers a multitude of filter bags that are compatible with all of our cartridge filter housings. All of our filters
are available in a variety of different media, micron ratings, lengths and flange/collar options.

Single Layer Bags
»» Nominally rated

»» Wide selection of media available

»» Micron ratings ranging from 1 to
200
»» Designed to fit most industry
standard housings and available
with multiple flange/collar options

Multi-Layer Bags
»» High efficiency bags with a dirt
holding capacity of 10-20 times
the amount of a single layer bag
»» Micron ratings ranging from 1 to
32

»» Available in polypropylene and
polyester
»» Suitable for various applications
including process water and oil

Pleated Bags
»» Nominal and absolute rated bags
available

»» Available in micron ratings between
1 and 100

»» Pleated bags contain higher
surface area than single and
multi-layer bags allowing for
extended lifespan and minimizing
disposal costs

»» Available in multiple media options
including polypropylene, polyester,
micro glass and nylon
»» Inside to outside flow pattern helps
trap unwanted particulate
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Strainers
Strainers are an excellent solution for projects where the liquids
being processed require regular cleaning maintenance. Strainers
are an ideal solution to protecting valuable pumps or second-stage
filtration systems from large such as dirt, oil and other impurities
that could compromise the integrity of the equipment.
Manufactured to ASME Section VIII Div 1, U and UM code
requirements. All of our strainers are available in a variety
of standard and exotic metals and designed to meet flange
requirements of up to 2500 lbs.

SBDV Series

SBO Series

Fabricated Simplex and Duplex Strainers
Removable, cleanable baskets used to catch solids and particulate too large
to be caught by most filter media. Simplex strainers may cause disruption
to the system line when cleaning is required, while duplex strainers allow
the system to run without any interruption by redirecting flow to an alternate
basket when the other reaches capacity.

SBI Series

T and Y Strainers
Cost effective T and Y strainers use perforated wire or mesh to catch
unwanted solids from a process stream. These strainers are commonly
used in pipelines to prevent damage to meters, pumps, control valves and
other process equipment.
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Tanks
Fil-Trek manufactures a full range of ASME tanks for a
wide variety of industrial applications. Can be built for
either horizontal or vertical installations.
Types of supports available include saddles, legs, ring
bases or as required. If you have a specific requirements,
please contact us.

IDEAL FOR

OPTIONS

»» Water treatment plants

»» Internals

»» Potable water

»» Manways

»» Process water

»» High pressure

»» Bulk

»» Sight glass

»» Blowdown tanks
»» and many more

CONFIGURATIONS
»» Horizontal
»» Vertical
»» Skid mounted

SIZES
Up to 8 ft diameter

MATERIALS
»» SS304
»» SS316
»» 2205
»» 2207
»» Alloy 20
»» Monel 400
»» C276
»» LDX2101

LININGS & COATINGS
»» Rubber lined
»» Epoxy
»» Teflon
»» Skotchkote
Gas Knock Out Tank

»» Other
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Gas Filters
Design Options
»» Inlet/outlet connection size can be changed
»» Vessel design temperature up to 650°F available
»» Fibreglass elements available to accommodate higher
temperatures and sour service applications
»» O-ring material available in Viton, EPDM and others
»» Closure options include swing bolt (standard), Sypris Technologies
quick-open closures, yoke type quick-open closures, screwed
closures or blind flange closures, depending on design
specifications and preferences.
»» Filter element supports available in SS304, SS316 and other
materials

CUSTOMIZE
»» Any size or material
»» Design pressure up to 10,000 PSIG
»» Design temperature up to 650°F

Gas Coalescers

Gas Filter Separators

Designed as a two-stage filter for use on air and gas Designed for efficient liquid/solid removal and high
streams requiring both solids and liquids removal such gas capacity applications. The coalescer filter section
removes bulk liquid and solid particles and also
as removal of aerosol mists from gas streams.
coalesces fine liquid droplets into larger ones.
»» Gas Injection Systems
»» Landfill Gas
»» Compressor Engines
»» Turbine Gas Fuel

»» Solid Dessicant or
Molecular Sleve Beds

»» Gas Plants

»» Gas Gathering Systems

»» Transmission Stations

»» Turbine Fuel Gas

»» Gas Inlet to Chemical &
Petrochemical Plants

Dry Gas Housings

Carbon Housings

Designed to remove solid particles larger than 1.0 Designed for adsorbing dissolved impurities from gas,
microns from a gas stream. Typically used down stream air, water, amines, glycols and other process liquids.
of desiccant beds to catch desiccant particles, municipal »» Amine Purification
»» Lube Oil Purification
systems, meter stations, industrial facilities and other
»» Waste Water Purification
applications where dry gas has to be cleaned to 1.0 »» Glycol Purification
microns.
»» City Gate

»» Instrument Gas

»» Gas Metering

»» Desiccant Removal

»» Pressure Regulation

»» Fuel Gas
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Liquid Housings

Designed for applications including water, engine lube
oil, amines and other process fluids.

Gas Separators & Scrubbers
Designed to remove traces of liquid droplets from gas
streams to protect downstream equipment from damage
and failure.
Typically used upstream of gas treating equipment
that contains dry desiccants or mechanical equipment
such as compressors. It is also used downstream of
equipment where liquids have condensed from the gas.

Liquid/Liquid Coalescer Separators
Designed to coalesce immiscible non-continuous phase
liquids from continuous phase liquids.

Gas Vane Separators and Scrubbers
High efficiency reliable free liquid and aerosol mist
removal. Units are available with or without slug catching
ability, in vertical and horizontal configurations.

Knock Out Drums
Knock out drums are used to slow down gasses and
allow liquids to fall out of the gas stream. Available in
both horizontal and vertical configurations.

Gas Filter Elements
Gas coalescing cartridges deliver high removal efficiencies for
liquid and solid aerosols in air and gas applications. Used in a
variety of applications including protecting compressors, turbines,
heat exchangers, measuring equipment and mechanical seals.
Effective in recovering entrained solvents and hydrocarbon liquids.
Both end caps and centre cores are constructed of either plated
carbon steel or stainless steel and standard end cap gaskets are
made of Buna-N which make the core and caps resistant to all
hydrocarbons.
»» Removal of both liquid and
solid particulate waste with
absolute efficiency

»» Spiral formed, plated steel
cores are standard to prevent
cartridge collapse at high
differential pressures.

»» Withstands vibration, pulsation
and slugging while maintaining »» Elements come standard with
high flow rates
Buna-N gaskets with other
options available
»» Special media and pre-filtration
options available
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Skids and Piping Systems
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Customization
High Pressure

Modifications

»» Designs up to 3,000 PSI

»» Fil-Trek will modify most standard models to suit
customer layouts and applications.

»» ASME approved

Specifications

Orientation

»» Fil-Trek will modify most standard models to suit
customer layouts and applications.

»» Vertical
»» Horizontal
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Rentals
Customizable, short term solutions
Fil-Trek's rental program helps your company get the most accurate filtration results for projects that only require
short term use. Rental housings eliminate permanent equipment on site when it is not necessary and is picked
up by us when the job is complete. All rental housings are open to customization to help meet the specific
requirements of your project.
Fil-Trek uses single and duplex units on skids as part of our standard mobile fleet. These housings are designed
to remove solids and promote water recycling by eliminating the need to haul fresh water to the site. With trailer
mounts that are included on each rental, regular transport to various job sites have become hassle-free and
convenient. All mobile units are built to withstand the most demanding environments and can be customized to
meet specific flow rate requirements and valve configurations.

The Benefits of a Rental
»» Decreased operation costs due to the reduction of
hauling fresh water to job sites
»» Filtration is continuous with no interruption because pods
can be isolated for easy filter change-out
»» Conveniently located bypass valves, gauges and
catwalks for easy filter change-out and monitoring
»» Flow rates up to 3,000 GPM
»» Filter vessels may be customized in size to fit any
application requirements
»» Mechanical parts are oil field durable and replacement of
parts will not be needed
»» Fil-Treks’ expert servicing team can provide installation,
maintenance and tear down at minimal cost

Standard Rental Packages Include
»» Bag filter housings
»» Cartridge filter housings
»» Strainers
»» Tanks
»» Sand filters
»» Large scale, multi-housing skid systems
»» Duplex filter housings
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Spare Parts
All filtration equipment will require the replacement of a variety of internal parts as time
passes due to general wear and tear. The most common items include:

Bag Filter Housings

Cartridge Filter Housings

»» O-rings

»» O-rings

»» Baskets

»» V-posts/filter guide rod

»» Basket o-rings

»» Spring and cap assembly/compression spring

»» Bag filters

»» Cartridge filters

»» Closure swing bolt assemblies

»» Closure swing bolt assemblies

»» V-band closures

»» V-band closures

Accessories
During the life of your equipment, additional items may be required to help improve the
end filtration result including:
»» Bag retainers

»» Bag magnets

»» Pressure gauges

»» Valves

»» Omega springs

»» Air eliminators
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Augmented Reality
Global
Marker
Interactive Model Rendering
with Augmented
Reality

(Point your device camera this wa

View your 3D models in 1:1 scale into the real world. By simply
activating the device’s camera, you can bring your virtual 3D
designs in a real context and see them in situ, sitting on your desk
or on your conference room table or even in the palm of your hand,
through your iPad, iPhone and other iOS systems

How does this work?
Download e-drawings viewer on any iOS operating system to view our interactive 3D renders.
You can use the QR code on the right to be directed to the App for download.*
*Charges may apply
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Notes
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Contact
Ontario

Alberta

Cambridge

Red Deer

Calgary

55 Stafford Court
Cambridge, ON
N1T-1B3

Bay # 5, 7476 49th Ave
Red Deer, AB
T4P 1M2

Phone: (403) 969-6297
Visit us Online:
Toll Free: 1 (844) 346-6476 www.fil-trek.com

Phone: (519) 623-7448
Fax: (519) 623-8807

Phone: (403) 391-1175
Fax: (403) 346-5152

General Email Inquiries:
info@fil-trek.com

